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the game's latest years-on campaign, birthright, adds a new retry feature, keeps the game's ui up to date, and delivers a variety of neat new outfit options. birthright is perfect at providing an excellent foundation for a new generation of warriors to learn the basics of the series and
how to play the game. perhaps the most exciting thing about birthright is that it proves that the future of the warriors games is looking brighter than ever. -- jason ocampo [ full review ] catherine: full body is a game that we've wanted to see for a long time. when we first played
the version of the game that was shown off at e3 2018, we were enthralled by the final fantasy xv-style combat and the contrast between this and marie's innocence. this version of catherine: full body is able to deliver that experience in a significantly better way than the one we
saw at e3, and it's wonderful to see such a defining moment for a franchise finally be able to launch. -- jason ocampo [ full review ] catherine: full body is, at its heart, a game about relationships. we have a protagonist, marie, who we follow through her life, from her childhood, to

her youth, to her adulthood, to her marriage, and all the way to her death. the decisions we make in this game affect those relationships, and even the whole story of final fantasy xv is a narrative where we learn about what influences these relationships and why they grow or
dissolve, and in both cases why so many of them end. if you decide that you don't want to kill the person you love, there's still a story there, but one that is not about the death of a beloved person but about the survival and growth of their relationship. -- jason ocampo [ full review
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for the same reasons that mortal kombat ii was one of my most anticipated games of all time, i was eager to get my hands on mortal kombat 11, and also suspect many people were (especially after learning about the mortal kombat 12 development debacle). i will admit that after
finishing the game, i was pretty disappointed; the mk series had lost a lot of its spark, and here it just felt very routine and uninspired. yet, i do feel like mk11 gave me an opportunity to start over, as the combat is more varied than ever, with a lengthy character roster and some

truly unique movesets. it just feels like a new start for the franchise, and i'm eagerly awaiting the future installments of the series. -- steven liu [ full review ] as much as i loved mortal kombat 11 for its gameplay and ambitious narrative, i was less impressed by the character
selection and the lack of meaningful female characters. while i can understand why developers had to incorporate all the dlc characters in a single game, i don’t think having an all-female cast would have been a bad thing in the first place. not because of the concept of a female-

only mortal kombat, but because it would allow players to step back and truly appreciate the game’s roster. sure, having another mortal kombat arcade kollection would have been nice, but at least having one alternate playable character would be better. even better, i would have
loved to see more depth in the story and back-stories of the characters. the thought of sonya blade beating her face off with a mace to preserve her honor was enticing, but we never got to see just why. 5ec8ef588b
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